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A District Heating Manual for London

•Published March 
2013

•A guide for:

o Developers

o Heat network 

designers

o Planners



Reducing London’s CO2 Emissions

• 30% of London’s CO2
emissions are attributable to 
consumption of heat (mostly 
mains gas) 

• Greatest opportunity for CO2
reduction within London is to 
reduce demand for heat 
through building retrofit and 
low carbon, local 
(decentralised) heat supply.

• Decarbonising electricity 
supply is better placed as a 
national action (nuclear, wind, 
carbon capture and storage)



THE MAYOR’S CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION AND 
ENERGY STRATEGY - OCTOBER 2011

• London’s CO2 emissions 
reduction targets

• Reductions based on 1990 
levels:

o 2015 (interim target) 20%

o 2020 (interim target) 40%

o 2025 60%

o 2050 at least 80%

• 25% from decentralised 
energy by 2025

• An £8bn investment 
opportunity



DECC – The Future of Heating 
March 2012

• We use more energy for heating 

than for transport or the generation 

of electricity

• The 2011 Carbon Plan1...we will 

need our buildings to be virtually 

zero carbon by 2050

• Heat networks can be the most 

effective way of supplying low 

carbon heat to buildings (in 

particular circumstances and 

geographies 

• Heat networks offer flexibility over 

time allowing different heat sources 

to supply the same network



Decentralised Energy

The generation of electricity local to demand and recovery 
of waste heat for building space heating and domestic hot 
water production

Type 1 - Single sites
•Small or medium CHP units 0.3 to 3.0MWe

•Limited infrastructure - up to 3,000 residential units

•Capex up to £10 million and a pay-back period of around five 
years for commercially viable schemes

Type 2 - Multi-site mixed use schemes
•CHP units 3.0 to 40MWe

•3,000 to 20,000 residential units

•Capex up to £100 million and an extended pay-back period 
of around ten years

Type 3 - Area wide heat transmission projects
•Extensive heat pipe networks connecting multiple heat 
producers such as power stations, industrial waste heat or 
energy from waste facilities

•May serve 100,000 plus residential units and a large range 
of mixed public and private commercial facilities

•Paybacks in excess of 10 -15 years but with the potential for 
steady 

•Cash flow and utility type yields



The Manual’s Contents

•District Heating in London

•District Heating Principles of 
Design and Operation

•District Heating Standards

•District Heating Construction

•Contract Structure and 
Standards

•Charges for Heat and Revenue 
Management

•Planning Guidance for 
Developers

•Innovation and the Future of 
District Heating for London

•Appendices

• Future proofing

• Case study: the Danish approach



The Manual’s Contents



Future Topics for the Manual

• Avoiding overheating in 

communal areas

• Special Purpose 

Vehicle

• Secondary side design 

and operation

• Customer charter

• Low grade heat 

recovery

• Determination of 

insulation thickness



Where can I find a copy of the Manual? 

http://www.londonheatmap.org.uk/Content/DHManual.aspx
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